World

Tortuga taken by Haitian exiles — A Miami filling station owner led a group of 300 Haitian exiles to Tortuga and conquered the small island off the coast of Haiti. The group wishes to overthrow President Claude Duvalier, who is reported to be very ill.

Nation

Poodles pass at canine college — 37 dogs were killed as an early morning blaze struck the Canine College in Brookline, Conn. Wire dog runs prevented firemen from rescuing the animals from the obedience school.

Paul Lynde dies — Paul Lynde, a regular on the television game show “The Hollywood Squares”, died Saturday, possibly of a stroke. The 55-year-old stage-film actor starred in "The Paul Lynde Show" on television and made appearances on most variety and talk programs.

Florida citrus crops in trouble — Florida citrus crops are very extensively damaged because of freezing weather, reported Mark Belcher of the Florida Citrus Mutual. Although only 12 percent of Florida’s projected orange crop has been harvested, Belcher predicted that if the frozen oranges on the trees are picked fast enough, they can be turned into orange juice.

State

King talks of tax reduction — The repeal of the 7.5 percent surtax imposed on Massachusetts income taxes since 1973 was proposed by Governor Edward J. King in his State of the State Speech last night. He also endorsed a proposal to place a limit on local and state taxes.

Local

Dentist’s ex-wife gets $120,000 pay share — A husband’s professional license is a marital asset and a wife is entitled to a share in its future value, ruled a Hampden County judge. As a result of this ruling, Marianne Rees of Springfield will receive $120,000, a share of the estimated value of her husband’s dentist license, as part of her divorce settlement. The first of its kind in Massachusetts, the ruling will be appealed by her ex-husband’s attorney within 30 days.

Boston feels aftereffect of earthquake — Boston felt a large aftershock 4:42pm Monday measuring 5.4 on the Richter scale from the earthquake that struck last Saturday. MIT professor of geophysics Nafi Toksoz said the aftershock was the largest of about 80 that occurred since Saturday. He added that the recording of an aftershock in this area is an unusual occurrence and there might be smaller aftershocks continuing for days or weeks.

Weather

A major winter storm will track up the mid-Atlantic coast today with the potential to drop nearly a foot of snow in the Boston area. Should the system take a path closer to shore. Light snow should begin this evening, becoming heavier overnight. Daytime temperatures will be in the system take a path closer to shore. Light snow should begin this evening, becoming heavier overnight. Daytime temperatures will be in the 20’s with increasing easterly winds. Snow will continue much of the evening, becoming heavier overnight. Daytime temperatures will be in the 20’s with increasing easterly winds. Snow will continue much of the evening, becoming heavier overnight. Daytime temperatures will be in the 20’s with increasing easterly winds. Snow will continue much of the evening, becoming heavier overnight. Daytime temperatures will be in the 20’s with increasing easterly winds. Snow will continue much of the evening, becoming heavier overnight.
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Major Research University

• UC San Diego is held in the nation in total amount of federally-financed research and development of colleges and universities.
• UC San Diego has a close association with leading research institutions including Salk Institute for Biological Studies and Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation.

World Renowned Faculty

• Fifth in the nation in number of National Academy of Sciences members, UC San Diego follows Harvard, Berkeley, MIT and Stanford.
• UC San Diego faculty includes five Nobel laureates.

High Level of Financial Aid

• Over 90 percent of undergraduate students at UC San Diego receive financial support.
• Strong Ph.D. and Masters Programs

• Degrees are offered in biological, physical and social sciences, humanities and arts.
• Superb Location

• Located in La Jolla, California, one of the world’s three swimming and surfing beach areas, UC San Diego enjoys the benefits of a metropolitan community surrounded by mountains, desert, and the Pacific Ocean.

For an application for Graduate Study and more information call (800) 854-1980 (8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. PST) or write Office of Graduate Studies and Research, Mail Code G2000, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92037.

UC San Diego adheres to an Affirmative Action/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY.
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